NROTC UNIT UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA INSTRUCTION 1533.14A

Subj: NROTC REQUIREMENTS FOR AMERICAN MILITARY HISTORY/NATIONAL SECURITY POLICY CLASSES

Ref: (a) NSTCINST 1533.2A, Regulations for Officer Development

Encl: (1) List of Approved American Military History/ National Security Policy Classes

1. **Purpose.** To establish standardized procedures and an approved list of courses for completion of the NROTC American military history/national security policy requirement as outlined in ref (a).

2. **Description.** The scholarship program for two and four year scholarship midshipmen includes a requirement for the midshipmen to have a basic knowledge of American military history or national security policy. Enclosure (1) of this instruction contains the approved courses that fulfill this requirement.

Due to the changing nature of the university’s class offerings, the possibility exists that all courses that meet this requirement may not be listed in Enclosure (1). In this case the student may route a special request chit, including the official course description, to the Professor of Naval Science for approval.

\[Signature\]

R. A. CLARK

Distribution: (NROTCUOKEINST 5215.1B)
List 1
Approved courses that meet the NROTC American Military History/ National Security Policy (AMH/NSP) requirement:

NOTE: Courses listed below meet the NROTC AMH/NSP requirement AND the OU Core IV Western Civilization and Culture requirement.

**HIST 3093 The US: Revolution and New Nation to 1815** - Covers the Revolution, Articles of Confederation, the Constitution, and domestic and foreign affairs.

**HIST 3153 The Great War, 1914-18** - Examines the causes, conduct, and consequences of World War I.

**HIST 3423 War, Prosperity and Depression** - Topics range from WWI plus its impact on America to the New Deal and the Great Depression.

**HIST 3433 The United States in the Cold War Era** - Examines changes taking place in American life during the second half of the 20th century.

**HIST 3503 World War II** - Treats origins, conduct and outcome of World War II in a global context.

**HIST 3553 The Civil War** - Lectures on the social, economic, political, intellectual and military aspects of the war.

**HIST 3563 United States Diplomatic History** - A survey of American diplomatic history from the War for Independence to the present.

**HSCI 3463 Cold War Science** - Science and tech. during the Cold War including strategic weapons, space race, and foreign policy.

**PSC 3563 United States Diplomatic History** - A survey of American diplomatic history from the War for Independence to the present.

**PSC G4113 American Foreign Policy from WWII to the Present (Graduate Credit)** - Surveys terrorism from the Roman Empire to its modern form.

NOTE: Courses listed below meet the NROTC AMH/NSP requirement only.

**AFAM 3313 A Social History of Black Military Life: 1877-1895** - Study of the common attitude toward African Americans and American military racial policy.

**AFAM 3323 Black Military Presence in the American West: 1866-1891** - Examines African American service in Texas, Indian Territory, New Mexico, and elsewhere.

**HIST 3843 International Relations in the Middle East** - Covers the wars and conflicts in the region from WWI to the present from multiple perspectives.

**HIST 4343 The Vietnam War** - This course explores the origins of the Vietnam War, how the U.S. waged the war, and its impacts.
IAS 3043 Global Security - Examines some of the major security challenges confronting the United States and the world now.

IAS 3213 European Union, NATO, and European Security - Explores changes in foreign policy issues in Eastern Europe including NATO's expansion.

IAS 3623 Comparative National Security - Explores the national security concerns and perspectives for the major countries of the world.

P SC 3053 Global Religion and American Foreign Policy - Examines the intersection of American faith-based movements and U.S. foreign policy.